
Practise	Answers		
Answer 1 

Introduc)on		

In	this	essay,	I	will	be	discussing	Juliana’s	and	Peter’s	criminal	liability,	referring	to	the	JCE	principles.	
However,	before	first	analysing	Juliana’s	liability	for	fraud,	it	is	necessary	to	examine	the	Crimes	Act	
1900	 (NSW),	 specifically	 secKon	192E.	 Possible	 defences	 for	 both	 defendants	will	 be	 discussed.	 In	
addiKon,	there	will	be	an	examinaKon	of	the	co-accused	and	his	criminal	liability	for	assault	resulKng	
in	 GBH.	 Thus	 through	 references	 to	 cases	 and	 current	 statutes,	 this	 essay	 will	 examine	 both	
defendant’s	criminal	liability.		

Accused	1	

In	 order	 to	 prove	 Juliana’s	 criminal	 liability	 for	 fraud	 through	 dishonestly	 obtaining	 financial	
advantage,	it	is	important	to	establish	the	actus	Reus	and	mens	rea	of	her	crime.	Under	sec)on	192E	
(1),	fraud	is	defined	as	“when	a	person	by	any	decepKon…dishonestly	obtains	property	belonging	to	
another”.		

By	any	decep)on	

The	 facts	 state	 that	 Juliana	 created	 a	 website	 about	 wellness,	 providing	 details	 on	 her	 personal	
struggle	with	her	health,	when	in	fact	“none	of	this	was	true”.	 	Due	to	this	informaKon,	individuals	
such	as	Rebecca	donated	a	cheque	to	Juliana	who	accepted	this	despite	the	falseness	of	her	story.	
This	proves	the	actus	Reus	of	her	deceiving	others	with	her	story	so	Juliana	saKsfies	the	element	of	
dishonestly	obtaining	financial	advantage	by	any	decepKon	as	per	the	case	of	DPP	v	Ray	(1974).	

Causes	financial	disadvantage	or	advantage	

	 The	 case	 defines	 decepKon	 as	words	 or	 conduct	 inducing	 a	 person	 to	 believe	 something	 is	 true	
which	 is	 false,	 and	 this	 decepKon	 is	 evident	 in	 Juliana’s	 circumstances	 as	 she	 openly	 deceived	
Rebecca	who	willingly	gave	her	money	out	of	sympathy.	This	decepKon	led	to	the	financial	advantage	
for	 Juliana	who	used	 the	money	 for	deposiKng	holiday	money.	 In	accordance	 to	Sec)on	192D	 (1),	
financial	 advantage	 is	when	financial	 advantage	 is	 obtained	 for	oneself	 or	 for	 another	 and	a	 third	
party	 is	 induced	 to	 do	 something	 that	 results	 in	 oneself	 and	 or	 other	 parKes	 to	 obtain	 financial	
advantage.	 Juliana’s	 acKons	 saKsfy	 this	 actus	 Reus	 element,	 with	 her	 decepKon	 on	 the	 website	
openly	 taking	advantage	of	Rebecca’	 sympathy.	R	v	Vasic	 (2005)	 is	a	 similar	 case	which	 involved	a	
cheque	 that	 was	 wriYen	 despite	 being	 dishonoured.	 It	 was	 held	 that	 any	 delay	 is	 a	 financial	
advantage,	as	there	was	a	delay	to	 invest	and	gain	an	advantage,	defining	financial	advantage	as	a	
broader	noKon	than	pecuniary	advantage.	Indeed,	the	prosecuKon	can	similarly	apply	this	definiKon	
of	 financial	 advantage	 to	 Juliana’s	 case	 whose	 decepKon	 allowed	 for	 her	 successful	 obtaining	 of	
financial	advantage.		

Mens	Rea	

Inten)onal	or	reckless	decep)on	

Juliana	saKsfies	the	mens	rea	element	for	fraud,	as	there	was	premeditated	decepKon	of	her	acKons	
and	 words	 despite	 them	 being	 false.	 Sec)on	 192B	 further	 defines	 “decepKon”	 as	 intenKonal	 or	
reckless	decepKon	by	words	or	other	conduct.	Consequently	in	the	case	of	Juliana,	her	decepKon	can	
be	seen	as	intenKonal	with	her	conKnuous	fabricaKon	of	lies	on	her	website.	The	facts	clearly	state	
that	 all	 her	 informaKon	was	 false	 and	 Juliana	 took	 advantage	 of	 those	who	 sympathised	 her	 and	



donated	 her	 money.	 This	 decepKve	 acKon	 demonstrates	 her	 clear	 intenKon	 to	 conKnue	 her	
decepKon	and	receive	money	from	others	as	she	set	up	a	stall	at	a	Wellness	Fair.		

Dishonesty		

As	 such,	 the	 mens	 requirement	 of	 dishonesty	 is	 evident	 as	 Juliana	 openly	 deceives	 her	 online	
audience	who	sympathised	with	her	health	issues.	Pursuant	to	R	v	Glennister	[1980],	the	definiKon	
of	‘fraudulently	and	dishonestly’	are	interchangeable.	In	consequence,	it	can	be	argued	that	Juliana’s	
acKons	of	misinforming	the	public	on	her	website	was	dishonestly	and	intenKonally	decepKve.	

Inten)on	to	permanently	deprive		

This	mens	 rea	 element	 is	 clearly	 established	 with	 Juliana’	 using	 the	money	 for	 a	 holiday	 deposit	
instead	of	medical	fees.	Juliana	saKsfies	s	192(C)	which	states	that	it	is	necessary	that	the	defendant	
intended	to	permanently	deprive	the	other	of	the	property,	as	she	does	not	return	the	cheque	but	
instead	uses	it	for	her	own	financial	advantage.	S	192C	(4)	is	also	saKsfied,	with	Juliana	obtaining	the	
property	of	another	with	intenKon	to	treat	the	cheque	as	her	own	when	in	reality	it	is	not.		

Upon	 considering	 temporal	 coincidence	 of	 actus	 Reus	 and	mens	 rea,	 Juliana	must	 have	 exercised	
both	at	the	same	Kme	to	prove	that	she	can	be	guilty	of	 fraud.	As	per	DPP	v	Ray	[1974],	 Juliana’s	
case	 saKsfies	 both	 the	 temporal	 coincidence	 for	 fraud,	 as	 she	 intenKonally	 deceived	 Rebecca	 and	
obtained	a	cheque	that	was	not	righ\ully	hers.		

Accused	#2	

The	 facts	 state	 that	 Juliana’s	 partner,	 Peter	 became	 involved	 in	 helping	 her	 with	 the	 fundraising,	
despite	knowing	she	did	not	have	cancer.	This	can	be	argued	as	joint	criminal	enterprise,	with	Peter	
directly	aiding	Juliana’s	fraudulent	acKviKes.	However,	Peter	only	got	involved	a^er	Juliana	received	a	
cheque	from	Rebecca,	and	there	was	no	mutual	agreement,	which	does	not	saKsfy	the	actus	Reus	
element	of	JCE.	As	a	result,	we	will	instead	only	analyse	Peter’s	criminal	liability	for	assault	towards	
Mike.		

Peter	can	be	criminally	liable	for	common	assault	of	Mike	under	sec)on	61	of	the	Crimes	Act	1900	
(NSW).	 By	 examining	 the	 elements	 of	 the	 offence,	 we	 can	 assess	 the	 extent	 of	 Peter’s	 criminal	
liability.	 As	 per	 the	 Woolmington,	 the	 prosecuKon	 must	 prove	 all	 elements	 of	 assault	 beyond	 a	
reasonable	doubt.		

Actus	Reus		

Applica)on	of	unlawful	contact	

At	common	law,	Darby	v	DPP	(NSW)	2004	defines	assault	as	“an	act	by	which	a	person	intenKonally	
or	perhaps	recklessly	causes	another	person	to	apprehend	the	immediate	inflicKon	of	unlawful	force	
upon	him,	a	baYery	is	the	actual	inflicKon	of	unlawful	force”.	This	definiKon	of	assault	can	be	applied	
to	Peter’s	case,	as	he	physically	hit	Mike	mulKple	Kmes.	To	prove	that	actus	Reus	of	assault,	there	are	
two	 elements	 that	 need	 to	 be	 proved.	 Firstly	 the	 defendant	 needs	 to	 have	 applied	 some	 sort	 of	
unlawful	contact	and	this	must	have	be	performed	without	consent	of	the	vicKm.		

Peter	saKsfies	the	first	objecKve	test,	as	unlawful	contact	is	 immediately	established	once	Peter	hit	
Mike	 several	 Kmes	 in	 the	 face	 and	 torso.	 Fagan	 v	 Metropolitan	 Commissioner	 of	 Police	 [1969]	
contends	that	even	the	slightest	touching	is	enough	to	saKsfy	any	sort	of	unlawful	contact.	However,	
Peter	 did	 not	 simply	 touch	 Mike,	 but	 rather	 repeatedly	 assaulted	 him,	 saKsfying	 the	 element	 of	
unlawful	contact	being	a	conKnuous	act	in	Fagan.	Similarly,	in	Collin	v	Wilcock	(1984)	a	BriKsh	case,	
it	was	held	that	any	acKons	have	to	be	generally	accepted	contact	can	amount	to	baYery	or	assault.		



The	 second	 test	 for	 actus	Reus	 requirement	 is	objecKve	and	 the	BriKsh	 case	of	Brown	v	R	 (1993)	
provides	a	clear	demonstraKon	of	the	common	rule	that	the	vicKm	cannot	consent	to	actual	bodily	
harm	or	more,	 unless	 the	 defendant’s	 acKons	were	within	 lawfully	 recognised	 excepKons	 such	 as	
surgery,	 boxing	 or	 contact	 sports.	 	 As	 a	 result,	 there	 is	 clearly	 no	 consent	 when	 Peter	 physically	
assaulted	Mike,	causing	him	to	lose	consciousness	and	break	his	wrist	when	he	fell	down.		

Mens	Rea		

Inten)onally	apply	unlawful	contact		

The	defendant	needs	 to	have	 intenKonally	applied	unlawful	 contact	 towards	 the	vicKm	as	per	R	v	
Venna	[1975]	which	contends	that	“the	element	of	mens	rea	in	the	offence	of	baYery	is	saKsfied	by	
proof	 that	 the	 defendant	 intenKonally	 or	 recklessly	 applied	 force	 to	 the	 person	 of	 another”.	
Examining	Peter’s	case,	 it	 is	clear	that	he	had	 intenKon	to	apply	unlawful	contact,	when	he	guides	
Mike	away	from	the	stall	and	assaults	him	repeatedly	unKl	he	fell	unconscious.			

Reckless	apply	unlawful	contact		

This	mens	rea	requirement	of	 reckless	applicaKon	of	unlawful	contact	 is	clearly	evident	with	Peter	
conKnuously	assaulKng	Mike	more	than	once.		

As	per	R	v	Williams	(1990),		the	“concept	of	recklessness	is	no	more	than	is	conveyed	by	the	ordinary	
meaning	 of	 the	 word…it	 involves	 no	 more	 than	 the	 foresight	 of	 the	 possibility	 of	 harmful	
consequence”.	 In	 Peter’s	 case,	 recklessness	 is	 demonstrated	 through	 his	 conKnuous	 acts	 against	
Mike,	 resulKng	 in	 actual	 occasioning	 bodily	 harm.	 Sec)on	 59	 of	 the	 Crimes	 Act	 1900	 (NSW),	
underline	that	assault	resulKng	AOBH,	will	result	in		

Coleman	v	R	(1990)	argues	that	recogniKon	of	possibility	of	unlawful	contact	or	harm.				


